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Abstract
In traditional automata theory, a finite automaton operates on linear strings of symbols.
However, the automaton model can be extended to handle nonlinear inputs, such as trees,
graphs, and multidimensional words. The well-known cellular automaton is an example
of an automaton that operates on multidimensional words. Here, we consider automata
that operate on two-dimensional words in a sequential manner. Such automata are called
“two-dimensional automata”.
Two-dimensional automata exhibit a number of interesting properties compared to onedimensional automata. Due to their increased computational power, two-dimensional automata can recognize properties of input words that one-dimensional automata cannot recognize. Additionally, unlike in the one-dimensional case, a separation exists between deterministic and nondeterministic two-dimensional automata. However, this increase in power
comes at the expense of losing some desirable automaton properties.
In this report, we introduce the two-dimensional automaton model and its variants. We
discuss a number of properties this model possesses, operations under which this model is
closed, and properties of input words that can be recognized by this model. We analyze
decision problems for this model and present computational complexity results for some of
these decision problems. We also review a number of open problems.
This report is based on the research proposal paper written as part of the author’s PhD
comprehensive examination.
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Introduction

A finite automaton, also called a finite-state machine, is an abstract model of computation.
In a finite automaton, a computation being performed by the automaton is in one of some
finite number of states at any given moment, and the next step in the computation is given
by a transition from that state to some possibly-different state based on the input word
supplied to the automaton.
Traditionally, the input word supplied to a finite automaton is considered to be a linear
object. However, the finite automaton model can be extended to allow for automata that
operate on nonlinear objects; such extensions include tree automata [9], graph automata [8],
and multidimensional automata [32, 50]. Here, we focus on multidimensional automata.
Nonlinear objects can be processed by their corresponding automaton model either sequentially (by reading one symbol at a time) or in parallel (by reading multiple symbols at
a time). There are a number of multidimensional automaton models designed to process
multidimensional words in parallel; these models include cellular automata [32], bounded
cellular acceptors [55], online tessellation acceptors [16], parallel/sequential array automata
[51], and pyramid cellular automata [11]. In the sequential case, however, only a small
variety of models exist.
In this report, we consider extensions to the finite automaton model that operate on
two-dimensional words in a sequential manner. Such automata are called “two-dimensional
automata”. The two-dimensional automaton model was originally introduced by Blum and
Hewitt in 1967 [4, 5]. Some surveys on two-dimensional automata have since appeared in the
literature [24, 35, 50], though the survey by Inoue and Takanami [24] has a stronger focus on
the more general two-dimensional Turing machine model. Surveys are also available on the
related fields of two-dimensional language theory [13, 50] and two-dimensional grammars
[50, 52, 59, 60].
A two-dimensional automaton, given a sufficiently large input word, can simulate the
computations of a two-counter machine [6]. Since two-counter machines are known to be
Turing-equivalent, the two-dimensional automaton is much more powerful than its onedimensional counterpart. Two-dimensional automata have both deterministic and nondeterministic variants. Although deterministic and nondeterministic finite automata in one
dimension are equivalent [49], nondeterministic two-dimensional automata have more computational power than deterministic two-dimensional automata [4, 5]. It is possible to augment two-dimensional automata with a rudimentary kind of memory in the form of markers,
and this addition gives us more computational power [4, 5, 46]. However, we will not discuss
marker automata in this report.
Due to their increased computational power, two-dimensional automata can recognize
properties of input words that one-dimensional automata cannot recognize. For instance,
two-dimensional automata can recognize square words by moving diagonally and checking
whether the input head reaches a corner or an edge [4, 5]. It is even possible for the
automaton to recognize more peculiar properties, such as if a word has exponential side
length [34, 40]. This may come as a surprise, since the two-dimensional automaton model
has no ability to write symbols; in fact, the enhanced movement of the input head is enough
to recognize such properties. However, this increased power comes at the cost of losing
the ability to decide certain language problems, such as emptiness and universality [5, 63].
In fact, most decision problems for two-dimensional automata are undecidable, apart from
language membership.
1

We can restrict some aspects of the two-dimensional automaton model to obtain other
interesting models of computation. For example, a straightforward restriction limits the
alphabet size to one symbol, but unary two-dimensional automata have no particular advantage over the usual model. One particularly useful variant of the two-dimensional automaton model is the three-way two-dimensional automaton [50]. This model is permitted
to move its input head left, right, or down, but not up. Similarly, a two-way two-dimensional
automaton can only move its input head right or down [10], but this results in the automaton not being able to read its entire input. Restricting the input head movement allows us
to regain some—but not all—of the decision properties lost with the four-way model; emptiness is once again decidable, and universality is decidable in the deterministic case [22, 47].
However, with this restriction, we forfeit certain crucial abilities, such as the ability to read
a column more than once.
Despite the amount of research on automata theory, relatively little is known about twodimensional automata. Basic results on closure, recognizability, and decidability properties
are known, but certain problems in these areas remain open. Other areas, such as complexity measures for two-dimensional automata, have very few known results. Remarkably,
the existing literature has almost no results on the state complexity of two-dimensional
automata, with the most meaningful results being Sipser’s construction for converting an
n-state two-dimensional automaton to an equivalent O(n2 )-state halting automaton by performing a depth-first search through the computation tree [57] and an improvement on this
bound to O(n) by Kunc and Okhotin [37, 38]. This gap in the literature persists despite
state complexity being a much-investigated topic in automata theory. Throughout this report, we will see a number of open problems that offer promising opportunities for future
research.

2

One-Dimensional Automata

In this section, we recall some fundamental definitions and results from the area of automata
theory. Many of the definitions we recall here can be found in the textbook by Hopcroft
and Ullman [14], and citations are provided in-line for other results.

2.1

Deterministic and Nondeterministic Automata

A finite automaton is an abstract machine that receives input in the form of a string of
symbols from some finite, nonempty alphabet Σ. Formally, it is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Deterministic finite automaton). A deterministic finite automaton is a
tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ), where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is the input alphabet, δ : Q × Σ → Q
is the transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state of the computation, and F ⊆ Q is a
finite set of final states of the computation.
A deterministic finite automaton will always produce the same computation on the same
input, since the transition function δ maps pairs of states and alphabet symbols to exactly
one state. The notation δ(qi , aj ) denotes the state corresponding to the transition on the
pair consisting of state qi and input symbol aj . We may instead consider nondeterministic
finite automata by making one small modification to the transition function.
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Definition 2.2 (Nondeterministic finite automaton). A nondeterministic finite automaton
is a tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ), where Q, Σ, q0 , and F are defined as in Definition 2.1 and δ :
Q × Σ → 2Q is the transition function.
We can now consider what it means for a finite automaton to compute something;
specifically, under which conditions a finite automaton accepts or rejects some input.
Definition 2.3 (Accepting and rejecting computations). Given an input word w = a1 a2 · · · an
consisting of symbols chosen from an alphabet Σ, a finite automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F )
accepts w if there exists a sequence of states r0 , r1 , . . . , rn ∈ Q such that
1. q0 = r0 ;
2. ri+1 = δ(ri , ai+1 ) for all i = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}; and
3. rn ∈ F .
If such a sequence of states does not exist, then the finite automaton rejects w.
The language of an automaton A, denoted L(A), is the set of all input words accepted
by the automaton A. We denote the class of all languages accepted by deterministic (respectively, nondeterministic) finite automata by DFA (respectively, NFA).
In the sequel, to distinguish the previous notions of deterministic and nondeterministic
finite automata from the main topic of two-dimensional automata, we will occasionally refer
to the former notions collectively as “one-dimensional automata”.

2.2

Two-Way Automata

In the traditional “one-way automaton”, the input head reads the input word only in the
forward direction. We can extend the one-way automaton model in such a way that, although it still operates on linear input words, it gains the ability to reread symbols in the
input word. Since the input head can now move both forward and backward through the
input word, we say that it is a “two-way automaton”. We denote the class of all languages
accepted by deterministic (respectively, nondeterministic) two-way automata by DFA-2W
(respectively, NFA-2W).
When introducing a second direction of movement to our automaton model, we must
make some assumptions about the input word in order to avoid undesirable effects. For
instance, we assume that our input word is surrounded by two boundary symbols. The
inclusion of these symbols does not affect the computational power of our model; it only
prevents the input head from moving off of the input word.
In fact, not even the addition of the second direction of movement affects the computational power of our model. Rabin and Scott [49] and, independently, Shepherdson [56]
proved that every two-way finite automaton has an equivalent one-way representation. As
a consequence, both deterministic and nondeterministic two-way automata are equivalent
in terms of computational power.
For an overview of other results relating to two-way automata, see, for example, the
survey paper by Pighizzini [48]. We will revisit the two-way automaton model later during
our discussion on two-dimensional automata.

3

2.3

Closure and Decidability Results

When we talk about a set having closure under an operation, we mean that, given two
elements from that set, applying the operation to those elements produces an element again
from that same set. Studying the closure properties of an abstract machine model is important, since it gives us insight into how we can combine multiple machines to achieve certain
results while still maintaining the same amount of computational power.
Most “natural” operations are closed for languages accepted by one-dimensional automata. These operations include the set operations of union (∪), intersection (∩), and
complement (¬) and the word operations of concatenation (◦), Kleene star (∗ ), and reversal
(R ).
Similar to how closure problems investigate operations on languages, decidability problems investigate questions we can ask about languages in general. We say that a problem
is decidable if there exists an algorithmic procedure to solve that problem. However, decidability does not necessarily imply efficiency in either time or space.
One of the most common decidability problems is the membership problem. For a
fixed finite automaton A accepting the language L(A), the membership problem asks, given
w ∈ Σ∗ , whether w ∈ L(A).
Remark. The membership problem, as stated here, is also known as the non-uniform variant
of the problem. In the uniform variant of the problem, A is given as input instead of being
fixed. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume in future sections that we are dealing with
the non-uniform variant of the membership problem.
There are a number of other decidability problems for languages, but here we will focus
on five problems in particular. Assume that we are given two finite automata A and B
that accept the languages L(A) and L(B), respectively. Then the emptiness problem asks
whether L(A) = ∅, the universality problem asks whether L(A) = Σ∗ , the equivalence
problem asks whether L(A) = L(B), the containment problem asks whether L(A) ⊆ L(B),
and the disjointness problem asks whether L(A) ∩ L(B) = ∅. Each of these six problems are
decidable for languages accepted by one-dimensional automata.

2.4

Complexity Results

There exist a number of complexity measures in formal language and automata theory. The
most well-known of these measures is computational complexity: the amount of resources
in time or space required to perform some task, like deciding a problem.
In a sense, the membership problem is the most straightforward decision problem for
an abstract machine to solve, since it only has to determine one thing: whether or not a
given word is in the machine’s language. Therefore, this problem serves as a good baseline
to evaluate the computational complexity and power of an abstract machine model.
The non-uniform membership problem for both deterministic and nondeterministic onedimensional automata is in the complexity class NC1 [1, 2]. It is known that NC1 ⊆ L,
where L contains all problems that are solvable by a deterministic Turing machine using
logarithmic space.
Another measure we can investigate is state complexity: the number of states that are
both necessary and sufficient for an m-state minimal deterministic finite automaton to accept
the language corresponding to some operation. For binary operations, we assume we have
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∪
∩
¬
◦
∗
R

DFA
Upper/lower bound
m·n
m·n
m
m · 2n − 2n−1

Ref.
[3]
[3]
—
[64]

2m−1 + 2m−2
2m

[64]
[39]

Upper bound
4m + n + 4
m+n+1
4n + 3
n+1
2mm+1 · 2n
n+1
2O(n )
n+2

DFA-2W
Lower bound
m + n − o(m + n)
m + n − o(m + n)
n

2Ω(n)
Ω m
+
n
log(m)
1
n

n

· 2 2 −1
n+1

Ref.
[30]
[30]
[12]
[30]
[30]
[30]

Table 1: State complexity results for one-dimensional automaton models
two minimal deterministic finite automata that consist of m and n states, respectively. We
can define nondeterministic state complexity in the same way by making the appropriate
change to the abstract machine model.
Table 1 summarizes a number of state complexity results for both one-way and twoway automaton models. Note that the bound for the complement of DFA is immediate,
since taking the complement is equivalent to converting all final states in an automaton to
non-final states (and vice versa).
A well-known result in automata theory is that both nondeterministic and deterministic
finite automata have the same computational power. However, the process of determinization may result in an exponential blowup of states in the worst case. The proof of equivalence
is an elementary result that can be found in any standard automata theory textbook; for
example, Hopcroft and Ullman [14] or Sipser [58]. The proof of possibly-exponential blowup
is due to Meyer and Fischer [42], and it uses the subset construction of Rabin and Scott
[49].
Although exponential blowup does not always occur, 2n is the tight upper bound for
the number of states in the worst case after determinization; that is, there exist n-state
nondeterministic finite automata where the 2n -state bound will always be reached after
determinization [41, 45].

3

Two-Dimensional Automata

We can extend the power of one-dimensional automata in two ways: first, by considering
arrays of symbols instead of linear strings of symbols, and second, by allowing the automaton
to traverse the input in more than two directions. Together, these modifications result in an
abstract machine model known as a two-dimensional automaton (also known as a four-way
automaton, a picture automaton, or an array automaton).

3.1

Definitions

To begin, we define the objects on which a two-dimensional automaton operates. A twodimensional word W ∈ Σm×n is a map from {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} × {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} to some
alphabet Σ, for some dimensions m and n. In other terms, a two-dimensional word is an
m × n array of symbols. (More generally, a two-dimensional word can be any contiguous
shape of symbols from Σ, but here we only consider rectangular and square two-dimensional
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Figure 1: An example of a two-dimensional input word
words.) The notation Σm×n represents the set of all two-dimensional words of dimension
m × n, and we have similar notations for other special sets: Σ∗∗ denotes the set of all
two-dimensional words of any dimension, for example.
Two-dimensional automata receive two-dimensional words as input. The input word to a
two-dimensional automaton is special, in that the first and last row and column of the input
word consists entirely of a unique boundary symbol, denoted here by #. To accommodate
these boundary symbols, we must adjust the indexing of symbols in the input word so that
the top-left symbol of the input word is at index (1, 1) instead of index (0, 0). An example
of a two-dimensional input word is shown in Figure 1.
A two-dimensional automaton uses an input head to scan the symbols of the input word
in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The input head is initially positioned over
the top-left symbol of the input word—that is, at position (1, 1)—and the two-dimensional
automaton proceeds with its computation by reading symbols, transitioning between states,
and moving the input head. Once the two-dimensional automaton either accepts or rejects
the word, it halts the computation. The notions of acceptance and rejection will be presented
shortly.
We are now ready to formalize our definition of a two-dimensional automaton.
Definition 3.1 (Two-dimensional deterministic finite automaton). A two-dimensional deterministic finite automaton is a tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , qA , qR ), where
• Q is a finite set of states;
• Σ is the input alphabet (with # 6∈ Σ acting as a boundary symbol);
• δ : (Q \ {qA , qR }) × (Σ ∪ {#}) → Q × {U, D, L, R} is the transition function;
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state of the computation;
• qA ∈ Q is the accepting state of the computation; and
• qR ∈ Q is the rejecting state of the computation.
At a glance, the definition of a two-dimensional automaton appears to be very similar
to its one-dimensional analogue, apart from the added dimension. However, there are a few
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differences that set two-dimensional automata apart from one-dimensional models in other
ways.
The first difference is in the way the automaton input head moves. While a onedimensional automaton may move its input head in at most two directions, a two-dimensional
automaton may move its input head in four directions: up, down, left, or right. We denote
these directions using the symbols U , D, L, and R, respectively. We may optionally specify
a “no move” option, where the input head does not move in any of the four directions after
reading a symbol. This report does not assume automata are able to use the “no move”
option.
To make the notion of a two-dimensional transition more precise, consider some twodimensional automaton A with transition function δ. If A is in state qi and its input head
reads symbol aj ∈ (Σ ∪ {#}), and if δ(qi , aj ) = (qk , d) where d ∈ {U, D, L, R}, then in the
next computation step, A transitions to state qk and moves its input head by one square in
the direction d. Since the domain of the transition function δ includes only non-accepting
and non-rejecting states, the computation must necessarily halt upon reaching either an
accepting or a rejecting state.
The second difference is that, while the alphabet of a two-dimensional automaton may
again consist of any set of symbols, the input word is required to be surrounded by the
boundary symbol #. This symbol ensures that the two-dimensional automaton does not
move its input head outside of the boundaries of its input word. If the input head encounters
a boundary symbol after moving in some direction d, then it makes a second move d−1 to
return to the input word. (In this context, d−1 is the inverse of d; for example, if d = L,
then d−1 = R.) We may assume that the last move made by the input head is stored by the
current state in order to perform this inverse move. Alternatively, the inverse move may be
specified directly by using distinct boundary symbols for each border of the word.
Finally, a two-dimensional automaton can specify explicitly a rejecting state qR in addition to an accepting state qA . Once the automaton reaches either qA or qR , the computation
halts.
Remark. The first two differences—enhanced input head movement and inclusion of boundary symbols—also apply to the two-way automaton model from Section 2.2. Indeed, a
two-way automaton is essentially a two-dimensional automaton operating on an input word
with one row.
Similar to the one-dimensional case, we can introduce nondeterminism to the twodimensional automaton model in the usual way.
Definition 3.2 (Two-dimensional nondeterministic finite automaton). A two-dimensional
nondeterministic finite automaton is a tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , qA , qR ), where Q, Σ, q0 , qA , and qR
are defined as in Definition 3.1 and δ : (Q \ {qA , qR }) × (Σ ∪ {#}) → 2Q×{U,D,L,R} is the
transition function.
In order to perform a computation, a two-dimensional automaton moves through a sequence of configurations specified by the automaton’s state and the symbol being read by
the automaton’s input head at each stage of the computation.
Definition 3.3 (Configuration of a two-dimensional automaton). A configuration of a twodimensional automaton A on an input word W ∈ Σm×n is a tuple (q, i, j), where q is the
current state of A and i and j are the current positions of the input head in W , where
1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
7

We naturally define the starting configuration of a two-dimensional automaton as the
tuple (q0 , 1, 1). Note that the automaton does not have access to the values i or j; these
values are only used to distinguish configurations in writing. We connect configurations to
the transition function δ in the following way. Given a two-dimensional automaton A with
input word W , if
• A is currently in state p ∈ Q;
• the symbol at position (i, j) in W is a ∈ Σ; and
• δ(p, a) = (q, U );
then we say that configuration (p, i, j) yields configuration (q, i − 1, j). If i = 1, then the
input head moves onto the boundary symbol # and the upward move is reversed. The
configurations yielded for directions D, L, and R are defined similarly.
With this notion of configurations, we can now specify how a two-dimensional automaton
accepts and rejects input words.
Definition 3.4 (Accepting and rejecting computations). A two-dimensional automaton A
accepts a word W if, at some point in its computation, it enters a configuration (qA , i, j),
where 0 ≤ i ≤ m + 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ n + 1. Likewise, A rejects W if, at some point in its
computation, it enters a configuration (qR , i, j).
Note that our definition of acceptance for two-dimensional automata differs from Definition 2.3 for one-dimensional automata, since a one-dimensional automaton may visit any
number of accepting states during its computation before halting. Acceptance for a onedimensional automaton is determined only by the state reached upon reading the last symbol
in the input word.
Moreover, it is possible for a two-dimensional automaton not to halt. If the automaton
never enters one of the configurations specified in Definition 3.4, then it will continue its
computation indefinitely.
We denote the class of all languages accepted by two-dimensional deterministic (respectively, nondeterministic) finite automata by 2DFA (respectively, 2NFA).
Remark. It is important to note that our notion of a two-dimensional automaton is distinct
from the more well-known notion of a cellular automaton [32], which also operates in twodimensional space. The two-dimensional automata we consider in this report are purely
sequential models, whereas cellular automata are capable of processing each symbol, or
“cell”, of their input in parallel.

3.2

General Properties

By adding a dimension to a finite automaton, it stands to reason that we will gain computational power. Intuitively, this must be the case, since one-dimensional automata cannot
process the input words supplied to two-dimensional automata.
In an early paper, Blum and Sakoda proved a much stronger result: two-dimensional automata can, in some sense, simulate one-dimensional Turing machines [6]. Blum and Sakoda
proved this result by modeling a two-dimensional automaton as a two-counter machine and
using a result of Minsky stating that two-counter machines are Turing-equivalent [44].
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Figure 2: An illustration of Lemma 3.5
Since introducing an additional dimension increases the computational power of our
machine model, does the introduction of nondeterminism have the same effect? Although
nondeterministic and deterministic finite automata in one dimension have the same computational power, Blum and Hewitt proved that this is not the case in two dimensions
[4, 5]. They proved this result by showing that the following problem for two-dimensional
automata is decidable with nondeterminism, but is undecidable without nondeterminism.
Lemma 3.5. A nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton can decide the problem of
whether a square input word of odd side length contains a 1 as its center symbol.
The idea behind Lemma 3.5 is that nondeterminism allows the automaton to “guess”
its next move based on what symbol is read by the input head. The input head moves
along the diagonal of the input word and, upon reading a 1, nondeterministically switches
its direction with a 90-degree counterclockwise turn. The movement of the input head on
an example input word is shown in Figure 2, where a combination of one R movement and
one {U, D} movement is illustrated by a diagonal arrow. If the input head reaches the
upper-right corner of the input word, then it must have read a 1 in the center square of the
input word.
The key argument given by Blum and Hewitt [4, 5] is that deterministic two-dimensional
automata do not have sufficient power to distinguish distinct input words in this way, so they
cannot decide the problem. As a consequence, we get a separation between deterministic
and nondeterministic two-dimensional automata.
Theorem 3.6. A nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton has more computational
power than a deterministic two-dimensional automaton.
By definition, we know that two-dimensional input words are surrounded by a boundary
symbol #, and the input head of a two-dimensional automaton is not permitted to leave the
boundary of the input word. However, even if we allowed the input head to travel outside
of the input word and onto an infinite plane of boundary symbols, we would not gain any
computational power. Milgram showed that deterministic two-dimensional automata that
can traverse boundary symbols in this way are no more powerful than those that cannot
[43], and Salo showed the same result for nondeterministic two-dimensional automata [53].
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A nice property for a machine model to have is an assurance that the machine will
halt on every input. We can use this property to simplify certain proofs of closure or
decidability. Sipser proved that, for any space-bounded deterministic Turing machine T ,
there exists a deterministic Turing machine T 0 using the same amount of space as T such
that L(T 0 ) = L(T ) and T 0 is guaranteed to halt on every input [57]. Moreover, if the
machine T consists of n states, then T 0 consists of O(n2 ) states. It is possible to obtain a
similar result for two-dimensional automata by using Sipser’s construction [34, 40].
Theorem 3.7. For any deterministic two-dimensional automaton A, we can construct a
deterministic two-dimensional automaton A0 with L(A0 ) = L(A) that is guaranteed to halt
on every input.
The automaton A0 specified in the theorem operates by working backward through its
computation. Starting in the accepting state of A, the automaton A0 performs a depth-first
search through the computation tree to reach the initial state of A. This technique produces
a loop-free automaton that accepts if and only if the original automaton accepts, and the
loop-freeness property ensures that A0 halts.
In order to obtain precise complexity results for problems where we construct a specified
two-dimensional automaton from a given initial automaton, we must know how long the
construction takes (time complexity) and how many additional states are needed compared
to the initial automaton (state complexity). State complexity is the most salient question,
since in the case of automaton constructions, the time complexity cannot be better than
the state complexity.
Although Sipser’s construction gives a O(n2 ) bound on the number of states for a loopfree deterministic two-dimensional automaton, Kunc and Okhotin have since improved this
bound to 8n + 9 states for an n-state deterministic two-dimensional automaton [37, 38].
The model used by Kunc and Okhotin is slightly different than the model considered in this
report, since their model uses different boundary symbols on each edge of the input word.
Adapting this construction to our model will likely change the additive constant, but not
the multiplicative constant.
Problem 1. Can the 8n + O(1) state bound on the number of states for a loop-free deterministic two-dimensional automaton be improved (either in the multiplicative constant or
the additive constant)?

3.3

Variants

We can define a number of variants of the two-dimensional automaton model by either
restricting or enhancing some aspect of the definition of a two-dimensional automaton.
The simplest variant is obtained by restricting the automaton’s alphabet Σ to consist of
one symbol. This gives us a unary two-dimensional automaton, and we denote the classes
of deterministic and nondeterministic unary two-dimensional automata by 2DFA-1Σ and
2NFA-1Σ, respectively.
If we restrict the transition function, then we obtain yet another variant. In the threeway two-dimensional automaton model, we restrict the movement of the input head to three
directions instead of four. Specifically, we prohibit the input head from moving upward. This
change has a substantial impact on the ability of a two-dimensional automaton to read its
input word, since once the input head leaves a row, it cannot return to that row by moving
10

2NFA
2DFA
2NFA-3W
2DFA-3W
Figure 3: Inclusions among two-dimensional automaton classes
upward. We denote the classes of three-way deterministic and nondeterministic automata
by 2DFA-3W and 2NFA-3W, respectively. We also define the equivalent unary classes by
2DFA-3W-1Σ and 2NFA-3W-1Σ, respectively.
There exist a number of inclusion results between two-dimensional automaton models.
Figure 3 illustrates some of the results most relevant to this report. From the result of
Blum and Hewitt given in Theorem 3.6, we get the proper inclusion 2DFA ⊂ 2NFA [4, 5].
Moreover, this inclusion is proper even over a unary alphabet [33]. Rosenfeld gives the
proper inclusions 2DFA-3W ⊂ 2NFA-3W, 2DFA-3W ⊂ 2DFA, and 2NFA-3W ⊂ 2NFA [50].
No other non-trivial inclusions exist between four-way and three-way automata in the
deterministic or nondeterministic cases [28]. Namely, both 2DFA \ 2NFA-3W 6= ∅ and
2NFA-3W \ 2DFA 6= ∅, where the first result comes as a consequence of Theorem 5.3 and the
second result comes from a stronger separation due to Kari and Salo [35].

4

Closure Results

Two-dimensional automata are closed under certain operations, depending on the model
being considered. However, positive closure results for two-dimensional automata are sparser
due to the increase in complexity incurred by adding a second dimension to our model.
To begin, let us define the two-dimensional analogues to each operation we introduced
in Section 2.3. We follow the definitions given in the survey by Inoue and Takanami [24].
Assume we have two two-dimensional words
a1,1
A = ...
am,1

· · · a1,n
b1,1
.. and B = ..
..
. .
.
· · · am,n
bm0 ,1

· · · b1,n0
..
..
.
.
· · · bm0 ,n0

of dimension m × n and m0 × n0 , respectively. Note that the words A and B are not
surrounded by the boundary symbol #; this is because we do not assume here that the
words are being used as the input to some two-dimensional automaton.
The vertical and horizontal concatenations of two two-dimensional words, denoted by :
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and

, respectively, are defined only when m = m0 (for :) or n = n0 (for

A:B =

a1,1 · · · a1,n b1,1 · · · b1,n0
.. . .
.
.. . .
.
. ..
. ..
.
.
am,1 · · · am,n bm,1 · · · bm,n0

A

a1,1
..
.
a
B = bm,1
1,1
..
.
bm0 ,1

···
..
.
···
···
..
.
···

).
a1,n
..
.
am,n
b1,n
..
.
bm0 ,n

The reversal operation, also called “row reflection” [24], is performed by reversing the
order of the rows in a two-dimensional word. The rotation operation is performed by rotating
a two-dimensional word clockwise by 90 degrees. Here, we denote reversal by a superscript
letter R, which is a common notation in the literature, and we denote rotation by the
less-common symbol .
AR =

am,1
..
.
a1,1

· · · am,n
.
..
. ..
· · · a1,n

A =

am,1
..
.
am,n

· · · a1,1
.
..
. ..
· · · a1,n

Using concatenation operations, we can define additional operations on rows and columns
of two-dimensional words. For a set of two-dimensional
L, let L1 = L and L(i+1) =
S words
i
i
L
L. We define the row closure of L as L = i≥1 L . We define the column closure
of L, denoted by L: , in a similar way.
Row and column cyclic closures are similar to row and column closures, but instead of
operating on an entire two-dimensional word, we operate only on individual rows or columns.
We say that a row cyclic shift of a two-dimensional word A is a rearrangement of rows such
that the k top rows of A, for some value 1 ≤ k ≤ m, are removed and concatenated beneath
the bottom row of A. Diagrammatically, we have the following situation:
ak+1,1
..
.
am,1
a1,1
..
.
ak,1

···
..
.
···
···
..
.
···

ak+1,n
..
.
am,n
a1,n
..
.
ak,n

Then the row cyclic closure of a set of two-dimensional words L is the set of all row cyclic
shifts of words in L. We define column cyclic shifts and column cyclic closures in a similar
way.
With our operations defined, we can now discuss specific closure results. Each of the
results discussed in this section are summarized in Table 2.
For deterministic two-dimensional automata, we have positive closure results for all settheoretic operations. We also have positive results for some word operations, but not all.
Theorem 4.1. The class 2DFA is closed under union, intersection, complement, reversal,
and rotation. It is not closed under concatenation, row/column closure, or row/column
cyclic closure.
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∪
∩
¬
:/
R


row/column
closure
row/column
cyclic closure

2DFA
3
3
3
7
3
3

2NFA
3
3
7
7
3
3

2DFA-3W
7
7
3
7
7
7

2NFA-3W
3
7
7
3 7:
3
7

7

7

7

3R 7C

7

7

7

7

Table 2: Closure results for two-dimensional automaton models
We can prove deterministic two-dimensional automata are closed under set-theoretic
operations such as union, intersection, and complement by using Sipser’s construction [57].
Non-closure under concatenation, row/column closure, and row/column cyclic closure was
proved by Inoue, Takanami, and Nakamura [18, 19, 25].
Recall the state complexity bounds for two-way deterministic one-dimensional automata
from Table 1 in Section 2.4. Since the two-way one-dimensional automaton model is similar
to the two-dimensional automaton model, we should expect to obtain similar—but not
identical—state complexity bounds for operations on two-dimensional automata.
We conjecture that the union of two nondeterministic two-dimensional automata has a
state complexity of m + n − 1. A proof sketch for the upper bound is immediate: we make
a nondeterministic choice for which automaton to run first, then accept if either the first
or second automaton accepts. The constant term comes from not needing to repeat states
qA and qR , but since we require a new initial state for our nondeterministic choice, we only
save one state.
Furthermore, we conjecture that the intersection of two nondeterministic two-dimensional
automata has a state complexity of m + n. Here, we run one automaton until it halts, then
move the input head back to the initial state before running the second automaton, and
accept if both automata accept. In this case, we again don’t need to repeat states qA and
qR , but we do require two states to move the input head back to the initial state.
A proof for the lower bound is not as immediate, though we conjecture that a matching
lower bound holds for both operations.
Problem 2. Prove that m + n − 1 (respectively, m + n) is the tight state complexity bound
of the union (respectively, intersection) of two nondeterministic two-dimensional automata.
The state complexity of the intersection of two deterministic two-dimensional automata
should match the previous bound for the nondeterministic case. For the union operation, we
have a similar (but more interesting) conjecture since we must convert one of the automata to
a loop-free halting automaton by the construction of Kunc and Okhotin [37, 38]. Without
loss of generality, we may convert the smaller of the two automata, leading to a state
complexity upper bound of O(m + n).
Problem 3. Prove that Ω(m + n) is the lower bound for the state complexity of the union
of two deterministic two-dimensional automata.
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Interestingly, if we consider three-way deterministic two-dimensional automata, then we
lose all closure properties except for complement. Non-closure under union, intersection,
concatenation, reversal, rotation, row/column closure, and row/column cyclic closure were
all proved by Inoue and Takanami [20, 21, 23, 27]. Closure under complement was proved
by Szepietowski [62]. Since the general construction due to Sipser [57] cannot be applied to
automata with restricted moves, Szepietowski used a different technique to establish closure
under complement.
In the nondeterministic case, we preserve all of the same closure properties as deterministic two-dimensional automata except for complement.
Theorem 4.2. The class 2NFA is closed under union, intersection, reversal, and rotation.
It is not closed under complement, concatenation, row/column closure, or row/column cyclic
closure.
Non-closure of nondeterministic two-dimensional automata under complement was proved
by Kari and Moore [33], while non-closure under concatenation, row/column closure, and
row/column cyclic closure was proved by Inoue, Takanami, and Nakamura [18, 19, 25, 26].
Three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata again lose some closure properties compared to the corresponding four-way model. Closure under union is preserved with
three-way automata, but closure under intersection and rotation are lost [21]. In exchange,
however, three-way automata gain two closure results: horizontal concatenation and row closure [20]. The fact that three-way automata gain only row-centric closure properties stems
from the fact that the input head cannot move upward, thus preventing the automaton from
reading multiple columns.
Szepietowski showed that three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata were
closed under reversal by proving the same result for the more powerful two-dimensional
nondeterministic Turing machine model [61, 62].
We may ask similar state complexity questions for three-way automata as before. In particular, the state complexity of the closure properties gained by three-way nondeterministic
two-dimensional automata would be interesting to investigate. For instance, in the case of
horizontal concatenation, it seems that a reasonable state complexity bound is m + n.
Problem 4. What is the state complexity of the horizontal concatenation of two three-way
nondeterministic two-dimensional automata?

5

Recognition Results

Earlier, we learned by Lemma 3.5 that nondeterministic two-dimensional automata are capable of recognizing two-dimensional words that have a 1 as their center symbol, while deterministic two-dimensional automata are not able to recognize the same property. This is one
of the earliest results relating to the recognition power of two-dimensional automata; that
is, the ability of such an automaton to answer questions about individual two-dimensional
words. In this section, we review a number of other results relating to the recognition power
of two-dimensional automata.
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Figure 4: Recognizing a two-dimensional word with coprime dimensions

5.1

Recognizing General Properties

In their seminal paper, Blum and Hewitt presented a number of properties of two-dimensional
words that a deterministic two-dimensional automaton A is capable of recognizing [4, 5].
These properties include deciding:
1. whether A contains exactly k occurrences of a given symbol;
2. whether A contains a single, contiguous rectangle/square consisting of the same symbol, with sides parallel to the edges of A; and
3. whether one of any number of pathwise-connected components in A is square.
In the same paper, Blum and Hewitt gave the following example of a property that
cannot be recognized by a deterministic two-dimensional automaton.
Theorem 5.1. No deterministic two-dimensional automaton can recognize whether a twodimensional word A is symmetric about its central column.
The fact that a deterministic two-dimensional automaton cannot recognize symmetry
within an input word relates to our earlier discussion about Lemma 3.5 and is a consequence
of Theorem 3.6.

5.2

Recognizing Dimensions

It is easy to see that two-dimensional automata are capable of recognizing two-dimensional
words of given dimension m × n for m, n ≥ 1; construct a two-dimensional automaton
that recognizes input words of dimension m × n for fixed m and n, then check if the given
two-dimensional word is accepted by this automaton.
Two-dimensional automata can also recognize two-dimensional words that are square
(that is, of dimension n × n for n ≥ 1) by moving along the diagonal of the word. In this
case, we can use a general automaton that works for any value n.
A number of recognizability results relate to the side lengths of a given two-dimensional
word and the relationship between dimensions. Many of these recognizability results illustrate the increase in power that comes with adding a dimension to our computational model;
two-dimensional automata are capable of testing properties that one-dimensional automata
cannot test. For instance, Lindgren, Moore, and Nordahl showed that two-dimensional
automata are capable of recognizing the following relationship between dimensions [40].
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Figure 5: Recognizing a two-dimensional word with exponential dimensions
Theorem 5.2. Deterministic two-dimensional automata can recognize the language of twodimensional words with dimension m × n, where m, n ≥ 1 and m and n are coprime.
An automaton recognizing such a “coprime dimension” language moves its input head
around the input word like a billiard ball around a table, reflecting off of each border of
the word at a 90-degree angle. If the input head moves onto the symbol to the right of
its initial position, then it accepts the input word. Essentially, this construction mimics a
two-counter machine that branches both when a counter reaches zero and when a counter
reaches its maximum value. An illustration of this technique is shown in Figure 4.
Lindgren et al. [40] also proved that deterministic two-dimensional automata can recognize two-dimensional words with exponential side length.
Theorem 5.3. Deterministic two-dimensional automata can recognize the language of twodimensional words with dimension 2n × 2n , where n ≥ 0.
In this case, an automaton recognizing the “exponential dimension” language uses a series
of knights’ moves to verify that its input word belongs to the language. An illustration of
this technique is shown in Figure 5. The same figure originally appeared in the paper by
Lindgren et al. [40].
Kari and Moore gave a more complex construction to show that two-dimensional automata were capable of recognizing two-dimensional words of doubly-exponential side length
[34].
Theorem 5.4. Deterministic two-dimensional automata can recognize the language of twon
n
dimensional words with dimension 22 × 22 , where n ≥ 0.
In the more general case of two-dimensional words of dimension n×f (n) for some function
f (n), there exist some results showing that certain functions cannot be recognized. Inoue
and Nakamura introduced the notion of a function acceptable by a unary two-dimensional
automaton [17] and proved that the functions f1 (n) = n2 , f2 (n) = k n for k ≥ 2, and
f3 (n) = n! are unacceptable; that is, no unary two-dimensional automaton can recognize
words of dimension n × fi (n) for i = {1, 2, 3}.
Despite the number of positive results in the literature relating to recognizability, some
problems remain unsolved. Kari and Moore note that there currently exist no methods
to prove that a language L cannot be square-recognized by a two-dimensional automaton,
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where “square recognition” denotes a matching of horizontal and vertical dimensions in each
word of the language [34]. In the same paper, the authors make the following conjecture,
which they believe to be false.
Problem 5. Can deterministic two-dimensional automata recognize the language of unary
two-dimensional words with dimension p × p, where p is prime?
Recognizability for three-way two-dimensional automata is not understood as well as the
four-way model. The main result specifying the kinds of words recognizable by three-way
automata is given by Kinber, who proves that the dimensions of a two-dimensional input
word recognized by a three-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton are related by
certain bilinear forms [36].
One approach to gaining a better understanding of the recognition power of three-way
and four-way automata is to investigate properties of new operations on languages accepted
by those automata. We define one such operation as follows: given a two-dimensional
automaton A, let the “row projection” of L(A) be the set of all first rows of words in L(A).
We define the “column projection” of L(A) in a similar way. Note that these operations
produce one-dimensional languages.
For four-way automata, row/column projection languages are not always regular; consider, for example, taking the projection of the “exponential dimension” languages in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. Even for unary four-way automata, regularity is not guaranteed. Asking
the same question about the three-way automaton model could give us additional insight
about the kinds of words recognized by this weaker model.
Problem 6. Does applying the row/column projection operation to the language of a
three-way two-dimensional automaton produce a regular language?
We note that Kinber’s result [36] solves this problem for three-way deterministic automata over a unary alphabet, since bilinear forms define unary regular languages.

6

Decidability Results

In this section, we revisit the problems we introduced in Section 2.3 and investigate whether
these same problems are decidable for two-dimensional automata. Recall that the six problems we introduced previously were the membership, emptiness, universality, equivalence,
containment, and disjointness problems.
In the one-dimensional case, we found that each of our six decision problems was decidable for both deterministic and nondeterministic finite automata. However, as we will see,
the situation is quite different for two-dimensional automaton models. Results for four-way
two-dimensional automata are summarized in Table 3, while results for three-way twodimensional automata are summarized in Table 4. Open problems relating to decidability
properties are represented in each table by “?”.

6.1

Four-Way Two-Dimensional Automata

To begin, the membership problem for two-dimensional automata is decidable, since we can
simply check whether a given input word is accepted by a given two-dimensional automaton.
Decidability holds for all two-dimensional automaton models, though the procedure used to
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membership
emptiness
universality
equivalence
containment
disjointness

2DFA
3
7
7
7
7
7

2NFA
3
7
7
7
7
7

2DFA-1Σ
3
7
7
7
7
7

2NFA-1Σ
3
7
7
7
7
7

Table 3: Decidability results for four-way two-dimensional automaton models
test membership differs based on the model. We will discuss specific membership testing
procedures and their complexity in Section 7.
Unfortunately, the remaining problems are mostly undecidable in two dimensions. Both
the emptiness and the universality problems are undecidable for two-dimensional automata
[4], even when we restrict the automaton to be deterministic and the alphabet to be unary
[63].
Theorem 6.1. The emptiness and universality problems are undecidable for the class 2DFA1Σ.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 uses Minsky’s result that two-counter machines are Turingequivalent [44]. To prove the undecidability of the emptiness problem, we construct a
deterministic unary two-dimensional automaton A in such a way that L(A) 6= ∅ if and
only if a given two-counter machine M accepts the empty word. Since the problem of
determining whether a given Turing machine accepts the empty word is undecidable by
Rice’s theorem, the problem of determining whether L(A) 6= ∅ is also undecidable. The
proof of the undecidability of the universality problem is similar, since the problem of
determining whether a given Turing machine accepts all words is also undecidable by Rice’s
theorem.
Since the emptiness problem is a special case of the equivalence and containment problems (in that the emptiness problem is the same as asking whether L(A) = ∅ or L(A) ⊆ ∅,
respectively), we get negative results for decidability with these problems over unary deterministic two-dimensional automata.
Corollary 6.2. The equivalence and containment problems are undecidable for the class
2DFA-1Σ.
Since the emptiness problem is also a special case of the disjointness problem (in that
L(A) = ∅ if and only if L(A) ∩ Σ∗∗ = ∅, where Σ∗∗ is the notation for the set of all twodimensional words from Section 3.1), we get a similar outcome for the decidability of this
problem.
Corollary 6.3. The disjointness problem is undecidable for the class 2DFA-1Σ.

6.2

Three-Way Two-Dimensional Automata

If we restrict the input head movement, then our decidability results become much more
favourable. Both the emptiness and the universality problems are decidable for deterministic
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membership
emptiness
universality
equivalence
containment
disjointness

2DFA-3W
3
3
3
?
7
7

2NFA-3W
3
3
7
7
7
7

2DFA-3W-1Σ
3
3
3
3
3
3

2NFA-3W-1Σ
3
3
?
?
?
?

Table 4: Decidability results for three-way two-dimensional automaton models
two-dimensional automata when movement is restricted to three directions. Decidability
holds for both unary automata and general-alphabet automata.
However, when we introduce nondeterminism, we get a different result. While the emptiness problem remains decidable for three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata
over both unary and general alphabets, the universality problem becomes undecidable over
general alphabets.
Theorem 6.4. The emptiness problem is decidable for the classes 2NFA-3W and 2NFA-3W1Σ. The universality problem is undecidable for the class 2NFA-3W.
Inoue and Takanami proved the decidability of the emptiness problem for unary threeway two-dimensional automata [22]. Their proof uses the fact that the emptiness problem
for two-way nondeterministic one-dimensional automata is decidable. The corresponding
result for general alphabets was later proved by Petersen [47].
The proof of the decidability of the universality problem for three-way deterministic
two-dimensional automata is also due to Inoue and Takanami as well as Petersen. It follows
from the decidability of the emptiness problem and the closure of the complement operation
for three-way deterministic two-dimensional automata.
Since we know that the universality problem is undecidable for three-way nondeterministic automata over a general alphabet, it would be useful to know if the same outcome
occurs for automata over a unary alphabet.
Problem 7. Is the universality problem decidable for the class 2NFA-3W-1Σ?
For the remaining decision problems on three-way two-dimensional automata, we have
a variety of results. In the deterministic case, Kinber obtained positive results for the
containment and disjointness problems over a unary alphabet, but negative results for the
same problems over general alphabets [36]. In the nondeterministic case over a general
alphabet, the containment and disjointness problems are undecidable [22]. A lack of similar
results for unary alphabets suggests that the following problem would be worth investigating.
Problem 8. Are the containment and disjointness problems decidable for the class 2NFA3W-1Σ?
For the equivalence problem in particular, we have only the following results.
Theorem 6.5. The equivalence problem is decidable for the class 2DFA-3W-1Σ. The equivalence problem is undecidable for the class 2NFA-3W.
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Kinber uses a novel technique to obtain the result for the class 2DFA-3W-1Σ by formulating the problem algebraically and reducing to a solvable system of bilinear equations [36].
This technique extends to Kinber’s decidability proofs for the containment and disjointness
problems, suggesting that it could be used as a template for similar proofs. Inoue and
Takanami proved the result for the class 2NFA-3W [22].
A natural question to ask is whether either of the techniques used in the proof for Theorem 6.5 can be used to prove the remaining unknown results for the equivalence problem.
Problem 9. Is the equivalence problem decidable for the classes 2DFA-3W or 2NFA-3W-1Σ?
Note that Problems 7, 8, and 9 are all related due to the formulation of each decision
problem. A positive result for the containment problem would imply a positive result for the
equivalence problem, since testing whether L(A) = L(B) is equivalent to testing whether
L(A) ⊆ L(B) and L(B) ⊆ L(A). Likewise, a positive result for the equivalence problem
would imply a positive result for the universality problem, since the universality problem
can be decided by testing whether L(A) = Σ∗∗ . Therefore, settling Problem 8 positively
would also settle Problems 7 and 9 for the class 2NFA-3W-1Σ.

7

Complexity Results

As was mentioned in Section 2.4, the membership problem can be considered to be the
most straightforward problem for an abstract machine to solve. Indeed, for an abstract
machine as powerful as a four-way two-dimensional automaton, the membership problem is
the only decidable problem. Therefore, the membership problem makes a good candidate
for investigating complexity properties of that model.
Although many complexity results are known for one-dimensional automata, the membership problem seems to be the only problem studied in this context for two-dimensional
automata. In this section, we will review some existing results relating to the complexity of
the membership problem for four-way two-dimensional automata. We will also consider a
few directions for future research.

7.1

Complexity of Membership

Deciding membership of a given input word for a nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton is a straightforward process. We store the current automaton configuration (state and
input head position) on the work tape of a nondeterministic Turing machine, then count
the number of configurations we have entered to ensure that the computation is not looping. Since the nondeterministic Turing machine requires only a logarithmic amount of space
to store this information, the uniform membership problem is in NL; the nondeterministic
variant of the class L.
Lindgren, Moore, and Nordahl alternatively showed that the uniform membership problem for nondeterministic two-dimensional automata is a special case of the graph reachability
problem [40]. Since the graph reachability problem is known to be NL-complete [54], we
arrive at a similar result.
Remark. Although the result of Lindgren et al. [40] seems to be the first to show that the
uniform membership problem for nondeterministic two-dimensional automata is in NL, the
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proof of NL-completeness is not novel. The uniform membership problem for nondeterministic one-dimensional automata was known to be NL-hard since 1975 [31]. As a corollary, the
same problem in two dimensions is NL-hard. Together with our Turing machine construction, we get the same completeness result for nondeterministic two-dimensional automata.
Lindgren et al. [40] also showed that deciding the uniform membership problem for
deterministic two-dimensional automata can be done using a procedure similar to their
procedure for the nondeterministic case. The deterministic uniform membership problem is
essentially a special case of the graph reachability problem where each node in the graph
has outdegree at most one. This variant of the graph reachability problem is L-complete,
where L is defined as in Section 2.4.
Remark. Again, the result of Lindgren et al. [40] can be derived from previous results in the
literature. The uniform membership problem for deterministic one-dimensional automata
was known to be L-complete as early as 1991 [29]. As a result, L-hardness follows for
the two-dimensional case, and we can use a similar Turing machine construction to show
completeness.
Given that all of these results pertain to the uniform variant of the membership problem,
it would be worthwhile to investigate the same questions for the non-uniform variant to
determine the differences in the complexity of the problem. In the deterministic case, we
can decide non-uniform membership by simulating the computation of the automaton on
the input word and keeping track of the current state to ensure loop-freeness. Since this
procedure runs in linear time on a two-dimensional Turing machine, we obtain a O(n2 )
algorithm for a single-tape one-dimensional Turing machine.
In the nondeterministic case, we do not know of any corresponding procedure. However,
since the membership problem is in the class NL, the time complexity of such a procedure
would be polynomial. Thus, finding a low-rank polynomial upper bound for the non-uniform
membership problem would be desirable.
Problem 10. What is a reasonable upper bound for the non-uniform membership problem
for the class 2NFA?

7.2

Complexity of Other Problems

As we saw in Section 6.2, more problems are decidable for three-way two-dimensional automata than for the four-way model. For example, emptiness is decidable for all variants of
the three-way model and universality is decidable for deterministic variants. Investigating
the complexity of decision problems in the three-way model could give further insight into
how restricting the movement of the input head impacts the performance of the automaton.
One of the obvious candidates for study is the emptiness problem for three-way twodimensional automata. Since the emptiness problem is decidable for both deterministic
and nondeterministic three-way variants, we could get complexity results that are more
interesting and fine-grained than the corresponding results for the membership problem.
The nonemptiness problem—the problem of determining whether L(A) 6= ∅ for some automaton A—is PSPACE-complete for two-way deterministic one-dimensional automata [15].
Clearly, the nonemptiness problem is equivalent to the emptiness problem by switching “yes”
and “no” answers. As a corollary, the emptiness problem for three-way two-dimensional automata is PSPACE-hard.
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If we restrict ourselves to a unary alphabet, then we can develop a straightforward
method for deciding the emptiness problem. Given a three-way two-dimensional automaton
A, we construct a two-way one-dimensional automaton B that operates only on the first
row of the input word to A. Then L(A) = ∅ if and only if L(B) = ∅, and we can test both
the emptiness of L(B) and the equivalence of L(A) to L(B) in polynomial space for both
deterministic [15] and nondeterministic [7] two-way one-dimensional automata. Therefore,
the emptiness problem for three-way two-dimensional automata over a unary alphabet is in
PSPACE, so the problem in this case is PSPACE-complete.
Since we know that the emptiness problem is PSPACE-hard for general alphabets and
PSPACE-complete for unary alphabets, the natural question to ask is whether we can obtain
completeness results for the general alphabet case.
Problem 11. Does the emptiness problem for either the class 2DFA-3W or the class 2NFA3W belong to PSPACE?

8

Conclusion

Two-dimensional automata are a natural extension of the classical finite automaton model
with a number of interesting properties. Despite the fact that the model was introduced
in the late 1960s, very little work has been done to investigate the power and applicability
of two-dimensional automata in contrast to the vast body of work on similar models (i.e.,
cellular automata).
Although this report focuses on a few specific operations, decision problems, and complexity measures, the open problems presented in this report are representative of the overall
research that remains to be done in this area.
Investigating problems relating to the closure and decidability properties of two-dimensional
automata would give a clearer picture of the capabilities of this model of computation. Positive results could then lead to further work on the state complexity of operations or on the
time and space complexities of decision problems.
The same types of problems asked in this report could be generalized to obtain results
for other novel closure or decidability properties. Certain problems, such as the problem of
recognizing unary two-dimensional words with prime dimension given in Section 5.2, seem
difficult to solve using only the currently-known techniques. However, there is a possibility
that new techniques developed through the study of other questions could be used to settle
these more difficult problems.
Finally, it would be worthwhile to investigate applications of two-dimensional automata
to domains such as image processing, pattern recognition, or searching. These applied
questions would likely only be investigated after the more foundational problems stated
in this report are resolved, but such results could serve to introduce the powerful twodimensional automaton model to a new audience of computer scientists and stimulate further
research in this area.
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